Book now online!

Delicious food!

www.debontewever.nl

Let yourself be pleasantly surprised by the stylish layout of the
hot and cold dishes. Naturally, you can’t miss out on an extensive

Discover Drenthe

dessert buffet! But at De Bonte Wever you can also naturally enjoy

Naturally, you know Drenthe for the unspoiled nature and the

our super-healthy range of bread sandwiches in ‘De Bonte Brink’, an

‘hunebedden’ (prehistoric passage graves). And naturally you know that

extensive Sunday brunch and many other tasty surprises!

Assen – which is famous for the TT – is our lively provincial capital city.
But do you also know that De Bonte Wever is situated next to one of
the oldest woods in the Netherlands: the Asserbos? That the recreation
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Enjoy it...
in De Bonte Wever!

Hotel

area, De Baggelhuizerplas, where you can sunbathe and swim when it’s
nice weather, lies in the direct vicinity of the hotel? That you can walk for
hours (don’t forget your picnic basket!) through ancient woods without
seeing anybody? Or that theme parks, museums, shops, theatres and
zoo are just around the corner? Drenthe treats you to memorable
experiences in all shapes and sizes. For the kids. For yourself. And for all
your friends and (business) partners.

Do you have any queries or suggestions or would you like to make a
reservation? Surf to www.debontewever.nl or contact us either by
telephone +31(0)592-303777 or mail info@debontewever.nl.

We also offer...
• Easy access to the A28
and the centre of Assen
• Free parking
• Rooms/facilities for
disabled guests
• Professional entertainment
team
• Events
• Free (wireless) internet
• Workshops
• Extensive meeting and
conference facilities
• Tailored services
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buffet restaurant and the generous, unlimited choice of starters and
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Make yourself at home!

On the edge of the Assen woods you can find De Bonte Wever Assen, the
multifunctional sport and event centre with a four star hotel in the north. The place
where every day, every season, there is something to enjoy. For friends, families,
relatives and business guests. Tell us what you want: there is a lot possible!

No matter whether you are staying with us for a delightful, relaxing
weekend or for a more extensive holiday in Drenthe: at De Bonte Wever
you will immediately feel at home! All our rooms have a stylish layout
with modern facilities including internet, air conditioning and a spacious
bathroom with a separate shower. Do you need extra living space? Then
you can choose the cosy family room (with a bunk bed for the kids!) or
book the royal XL room for maximum comfort.

Everything for one, handy all-in
price
At De Bonte Wever you can enjoy a comfortable, all-in arrangement so

• evening entertainment

that you can make full use of the many facilities for one fixed price per

• participation in various activities organised by the animation team

person during your stay.

• free use of game facilities and the Kids jungle

With our handy, all-in arrangement, you can enjoy standard:

You can book an all-in arrangement from € 99 p.p.p.n.

• an overnight stay in a comfortable room
• breakfast buffet
• lunch buffet (from at least 2 overnight stays)
• dinner buffet
• unlimited drinks (alcoholic drinks from the house assortment)
• various snacks during the day and evening
• unlimited access to the sub-tropical swimming and sauna paradise
• unlimited access to the professional fitness centre
• unlimited access to the bowling
• participation in various aqua sports and group lessons in the fitness
centre
• access to party centre De Caféstraat

Are you visiting an
event in Assen, on
a trip, or are you
a business guest?
Do you only
want to reserve
an overnight
stay? That is also
possible at De
Bonte Wever.
You can reserve
a room including
breakfast from
n 42.50 p.p.p.n.

Enjoy! 101 possibilities...
A sub-tropical swimming paradise? Check. Relaxation and fitness
facilities? Check. Kids fun? Once again, check. But this is just a tiny
selection of the options because De Bonte Wever is also the ideal
address for inspiring network gatherings, exciting product presentations
and bubbling parties. In addition, you can treat yourself in the beauty
salon and you can also choose from various arrangements with a
‘strictly personal touch’. Prefer to work on yourself? In our fitness centre
you can get a total workout. Ready, steady, go! In brief: whether you visit
our hotel for business or for pleasure: boredom is 100% excluded!

